De Toffoli, Silvia (1-STF-Q)

‘Chasing’ the diagram—the use of visualizations in algebraic reasoning.

(English. English summary)


In this cogent philosophical article, De Toffoli offers a framework for evaluating mathematical notations and then applies it to the specific notational form of the commutative diagram in homological algebra. The article’s characterization of mathematical notation in terms of three criteria—expressiveness, calculability, and transparency—provides a fruitful perspective on the hybrid qualities of diagrammatic and symbolic reasoning in mathematics. The three criteria correspond, respectively, to a notation’s capacity for semantic representation, its amenability to operations and manipulation, and its relationship to various aspects of training and cognition that condition mathematical inquiry and understanding. Returning repeatedly to these three features, De Toffoli shows their wide applicability to the philosophy of mathematical representation while using them to identify several distinctive characteristics of commutative diagrams. These diagrams, De Toffoli argues, constitute an effective (indeed, in some respects indispensable) notational system that mathematicians navigate dynamically like a map in order to formulate and establish results. The method of ‘diagram chasing’ shows the hybrid semantic and cognitive character of such diagrams and their uses, which De Toffoli discusses in general terms and also exemplifies through two specific mathematical arguments using commutative diagrams.


Analytically, De Toffoli focuses on classification and evaluation, integrating the article’s analysis with relevant touchpoints in the recent Philosophy of Mathematical Practice literature. As in much of that literature, the author’s evidence regarding ‘practices’ themselves appears largely hypothetical or ideotypical. Notwithstanding the handful of well-chosen examples that illustrate the phenomena in question, most assertions about how mathematicians use specific representations must be taken on the author’s authority (to the extent the reader does not recognize them from personal experience). De Toffoli soundly justifies an expansive approach to questions about cognition in this article, but this creates its own problems of evidence. Claims about matters such
as externalization, cognitive load, instrumental necessity, and ease or difficulty of interpretation are generally plausible, but often seem *ad hoc* or circular in the expository and programmatic confines of the present work. Nevertheless, De Toffoli has outlined and illustrated a promising approach to understanding such cognitive and related questions about mathematical representation, an approach clearly meriting further investigation.
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